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YASNIY VZOR Pediatric eye clinics
Yasny Vzor is the only specialized network of pediatric eye clinics for children and adolescents of 0 to 18
years in Russia. Today, Yasny Vzor’s network consists of nine out-patient departments. The system was
founded in 2001 by Igor Erikovich Aznauryan MD, who is a pediatric ophthalmic surgeon and a Member
of the Academy of Medical and Technical Sciences of the Russian Federation,.
Some of the medical services provided by the Yasniy Vzor pediatric eye clinics are part of the system of
mandatory health insurance in Moscow.
In 2015 we faced a massive refusal to pay the sums due. The reason was the introduction of the so-called
”horizontal calculation”, based on certain regulatory acts issued by the Moscow Government. We found
ourselves in an unfair situation: we had treated children for eye diseases as part of the mandatory health
insurance, but the payments for the services were not made. The number of withheld payments grew and
we suffered huge losses estimated in millions.
Realising that the growing debt could have an extremely adverse effect on our business, we decided to hire
consultants.
AKS Legal was recommended to us by our colleagues as qualified consultants in complex legal disputes in
insurance matters. We followed that recommendation and were completely satisfied with our cooperation
with AKS Legal.
AKS Legal lawyers thoroughly studied our problem, prepared a detailed legal position, worked out a
defense strategy, looked into all the intricacies of departmental regulation, and successfully defended our
interests in the commercial courts.
As a result, the outstanding debt was settled, and a precedent was established in Moscow Region, which
other healthcare market participants can now rely on. We would note that there was no uniform
approach to the resolution of this kind of dispute when we started working with AKS Legal. Such an
approach was developed largely because of the AKS Legal attorneys’ work on the Yasniy Vzor case.
We wish to emphasise the client-oriented approach of AKS Legal. They responded to our requests
efficiently and almost round the clock, and did everything in their power to defend our interests by
demonstrating genuine care for their client, which is extremely important for us.
We are planning to continue working with AKS Legal on future legal matters.
The Yasniy Vzor network of pediatric eye clinics recommends AKS Legal as highly competent businesslawyers in the field of litigation and insurance.
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